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“The Suffering Messiah”

For many Christians, Good Friday is the most important day in the church year.

Without it, there would be no atonement for humankind’s sins; no forgiveness; no

resurrection and celebration of  Easter. For other Christians it is one of  the, if  not

“the”  worst  day(s)  of  the  church  year.  They  cannot  get  their  heads  and hearts

around the necessity of  Jesus the suffering Messiah. They are put off  by the cruel

death of  Jesus on the cross. 

   In our passage from Isaiah, we have the description of  the Suffering Servant. The

Jewish people interpret the Suffering Servant as a reference to Israel  collectively.

Whereas we Christians interpret the Suffering Servant as a reference to Jesus. When

we read and hear these words from Isaiah, we think of  the last week of  Jesus’s life

on earth, when he faced all kinds of  cruel abuse and suffered and died on the cross.

While Christians believe that this Isaiah passage is Messianic; the Jewish people do

not believe that the Messiah is a suffering Messiah. 

   So who is right, the Jews or the Christians? Does Isaiah [52:13-53:12] refer to the

atoning death of  a suffering individual, or does it refer to the atoning death of  a

suffering  group?  Most  modern  scholars  would  admit  that  there  is  evidence  to

support both interpretations. On the one hand, the Servant seems in our passage to

have a mission to Israel, and that suggests that he is an individual separate from

Israel. On the other hand, elsewhere in this section of  Isaiah the Lord’s Servant is

explicitly identified as Israel. A few chapters before ours, for example, the author

addresses Israel in these terms: “But now hear, O Jacob, my servant, and Israel,

whom I have chosen” (Isaiah 44:1).
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   So who is right? The wisest theological course may be to affirm that the Lord’s

Servant  is  both  Israel  and  her  suffering  Messiah.1 Since  the  Holocaust,  Jewish

interpreters of  our Isaiah 52-53 passage see it referring to the Jewish people who

suffered during the Holocaust. They were despised and rejected and cruelly treated

by the Nazis as being less than human. For Jews who didn’t lose their faith during

the Holocaust, and for Jews of  faith today, they may find comfort in this passage in

the sense that God was and is with them in their sufferings.  

   For us Christians, this passage hopefully is, among other things, a reminder that

we are called upon by God to love the Jewish people, and do everything we can to

prevent another Holocaust. 

   As Christians worshipping on Good Friday and listening to this passage from

Isaiah, we cannot help but see a description of  Jesus and his cruel suffering and

death on the cross. Listen again to some of  the adjectives and verbs that describe the

ugliness  of  the  Suffering  Servant’s  appearance  and  the  horrific  cruelty  of  his

suffering and death. 

   We are told of  the Suffering Servant’s appearance: “so marred was his appearance

beyond human semblance.” “Many nations recoil at the sight of  him, and kings curl

their lips in disgust. His form, disfigured, lost all human likeness; his appearance so

changed he no longer looked like a man.” (REB vv 13-14) “He had no beauty, no

majesty  to  catch  our  eyes,  no  grace  to  attract  us  to  him.”  (REB  53:2)  “He

had...nothing in his appearance that we should desire him....one from whom others

hide their faces.” (NRSV 53:2-3) All of  these descriptions of  the Suffering Messiah

are the opposite of  a Messiah, a Saviour, a hero who is tall, dark, and handsome—

someone who is  physically strong, with large muscles. Yet,  such a One is God’s

Messiah and Saviour of  humankind.

1 Joel Marcus, Jesus and the Holocaust: Reflections on Suffering and Hope (Toronto, et al: Doubleday, 1997), p. 27. 
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   The passage also has several verbs and adjectives that describe the cruelty of  the

Messiah’s suffering. “He was despised and rejected by others; a man of  suffering

and sorrows,  stricken,  struck down by God and afflicted.  But he was wounded,

crushed, oppressed, cut off  from the land of  the living.” All of  these underscore the

horrible suffering Jesus had to endure. 

   As the passage goes on to describe the Suffering Messiah, the prophet gives us the

reason for his suffering. “He was wounded for our transgressions, crushed for our

iniquities; upon him was the punishment that made us whole, and by his bruises, his

wounds, we are healed. Yet it was the will of  the LORD to crush him with pain,

(not because God is cruel and enjoyed watching him suffer) rather: you make his life

an offering, a sacrifice for sin...my servant shall make many righteous, and he shall

bear  their  iniquities...he  bore  the  sin  of  many,  and  made  intercession  for  the

transgressors.” (NRSV 53:5, 10-12)

   Jesus  suffered vicariously for  all  of  humankind,  in order  that  we might have

forgiveness and life. That reminds me of  the following story.

   A young boy was working with his father in a textile mill. Suddenly, one day, the

boy’s clothing was caught in the heavy machinery and began slowly pulling him into

the  claws  of  certain  death.  The  father  saw what  was  happening,  sizing  up  the

situation in a glance, and knew there was no time to run to the control room to shut

off  the power. So he deliberately placed his own arm in the cog-wheels to jam the

machinery. The boy was saved, but the father later died of  infection from his severed

arm. All the rest of  his life the young man wore a red band around his arm. When

people inquired as to the reason, he would answer, “That is the mark of  my father

upon me. It reminds me that I have been died for.” Each time we see a cross, we

recollect the red-blood of  Christ that was shed for us. We have been died for!2 

2 Barbara Brokhoff, “The S & L That Didn’t Fail!” at: <https://www.sermonsuite.com/sermonstudio/s-l-didnt-fail>.
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   The message of  our Isaiah passage and Good Friday is that we see this day as

“good”  because  Jesus  on  the  cross  willingly,  lovingly,  took  our  punishment,

forgiving our sins and giving us new life through his death. Good Friday is “good”

because Jesus is always with us whenever we suffer. 

   Do you know what words first inspired Handel to write his Messiah? They were

the words from our text: “He was despised and rejected...a man of  sorrows and

acquainted with grief.” Handel had suffered a stroke and his career as a composer

had fizzled. When the offer to pay him for a sacred oratorio first arrived, he rejected

it. But he could relate to these words about suffering and grief! He composed the

music for these texts first. They expressed well his own despair. It was only  after he

had  faced  his  shadows,  his  despair  and  pain,  that  he  was  able  to  compose  his

dramatic and glorious “Hallelujah Chorus.”3 

   Only after and because of Good Friday are we able to face our shadows, pain, and

sufferings  and celebrate  Easter  Sunday.  The message  of  Good Friday is  “Good

News,”  because it  reassures  us  that  Jesus  is  with us  in  our  sufferings,  since  his

suffering on the cross was redemptive and life-giving for you and me and all  of

humankind. For that, thanks be to God!         

3 Carl L. Jech, Shadows and Symbols: Sermons For Lent And Easter (Lima, OH: C.S.S. Publishing Co., Inc., 1985), p. 
64.
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